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1. Executive Summary 
 

WP7 will develop an integral autonomous wayside monitoring station for detecting the prioritised 

rolling stock failures, integrating risk assessment methods, RFID technologies, computer vision 

techniques, big data solutions and image recognition. The obtained infrastructure mainte nance-

related information will provide users with the capability to make intelligent,  predictive, 

condition-based maintenance decisions. 

 

The aim of this document is to provide a specific design and architecture for the train monitoring 

system for the Assets4Rail project. For this purpose, the requirements of each part of the system 

are described, as well as the integration.  

 

The train monitoring system of the Assets4Rail project will detect the prioritised rolling stock 

failures, especially focusing on those defects who cause a great impact on the infrastructure. This 

detection will be done using different technologies such as stereo imaging, 3D reconstruction, and 

RFID for  vehicle identification. 

 

This report describes the design and the architecture of three different subsystems  in addition to 

the integration between them, which are the different parts of the train monitoring system of the 

Assets4Rail project. 
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2. Abbreviations and acronyms  
 

 

Abbreviation / Acronyms Description 

CL Camera Link 

Fps Frames per second 

GE Giga Ethernet 

GPU Graphic Processing Unit 

IM Infrastructure Manager 

IAMS Intelligent Assets Management System 

RFID Radio Frequency Identification 

S2R Shift to Rail 

SSD Solid-State Disk 

TD Technology Demonstrator 

TRL  Technology Readiness Level 

WP Work Package 

WS2 Work Stream 2 

WTMS Wayside Train Monitoring System 
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3. Background  
 

Assets4Rail shares the concerns of Shift2Rail (S2R) about having an ageing European railway 

infrastructure (tracks, safety systems, bridges and tunnels) that needs to cope with increased 

traffics in the coming years. The transport ambitions of a sustainable European Union require 

much more railway traffic in railway infrastructures and hence the smart inspection, maintenance 

and upgrade become key for this. There is a need of improvement in technology and automation 

for infrastructure inspection and monitoring that will lead to proactive optimum maintenance, as 

we can see in IP3 Innovation Programme Cost-efficient, Sustainable and Reliable High Capacity 

Infrastructure (S2R). 

 

In WS2 the Assets4Rail objective is to contribute a common measuring and monitoring data 

representation layer suitable to elaborate data coming from all source segments (onboard, wayside 

and remote), to correlate the different data and to obtain a holistic view of the railway system 

conditions. 

 
Furthermore, Assets4Rail project intends to carry out a cross-cutting impact assessment which 

objective is to monitor the impacts addressed by the call and assess other impacts on economic, 

societal, technological, legislative and environmental aspects of the solutions. 

 

In WP7 the Assets4Rail objective is to develop a wayside image-based train monitoring station 

for monitoring train operations. Such train monitoring systems normally benef its railway 

undertakings rather than IM, although they belong to IM. In contrast, the system developed in 

WP7 will focus on the rolling stock failures that have direct impacts on infrastructure such as 

bogie or wheel defects.  

 

WP7 is supported by other Assets4Rail WP inside the WS2 and the S2R project IN2SMART.  

 

This report is focusing on the design and the architecture of the train monitoring system. The 

purpose with the work of WP7 is to identify and detect prioritised rolling stock failures.  
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4. Objective/Aim  
 

The objective of WP7 in Assets4Rail is to develop an integral autonomous wayside monitoring 

station for detecting the prioritised rolling stock failures, integrating risk assessment methods, 

RFID technologies, computer vision techniques, big data solutions and image recognition. The 

proposed monitoring solution will be composed of wayside stereo monitoring system, underframe 

monitoring system and RFID system. 

 

In this document, the first report of the WP7, we define the design and the architecture of  the train 

monitoring system of the Assets4Rail project. The specific objective of this report is to provide a 

clear definition of the design and the architecture of every part of the system from the physical 

systems to the integration between them. 

 

The report is focusing on the following train monitoring subsystems for rolling stock failures 

detection: 

 

 Wayside stereo imaging monitoring system. 

 Underframe imaging monitoring system. 

 RFID system. 
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5. Design specifications and system architecture 
 

 

The wayside train monitoring system (WTMS) to be developed in the Assets4Rail consists of a 

trackside - wayside stereo computer vision system and an underframe image monitoring system, 

incorporating the RFID technology for identification. 

 

In this document, design specifications, requirements and system architecture are defined. For this 

purpose, this section is divided into two parts.  

 

The first part, section 5.1, is focused on the design specification and system requirements. This 

section is divided into four parts, one for each subsystem and one for the communication between 

them. These subsystems are: 

 

 RFID identification system 

 Wayside stereo imaging monitoring system 

 Underframe monitoring system 
 

The second part, section 5.2, is focused on the system architecture. This section is divided too into 

four parts, one for each subsystem and one for the overall system architecture. 

 

Furthermore, the first part have three main inputs from task 7.1, deliverable 6.2 and the S2R 

project IN2SMART. 

5.1 Design specifications and System Requirements 
 

For design specifications and system requirements, the WTMS is based on the operator’s 

requirements for the Asset4Rail WP7 demonstration scenario. First, the functional specifications 

and requirements are defined. 

 

According the information obtained from task 7.1, the main components that might causes failures 

on the rail are on the bogie. This leads to design the system focusing on detect bogie failures. 

 

In Lithuanian Railways, the Assets4Rail WP7 operator, are used different types of cargo wagon 

bogies and different types of passenger wagon bogies. 

 

The most critical bogie components that causes impact on the infrastructure are the wheels, brakes 

and suspensions. 

 

The WTMS developed in Assets4Rail WP7 shall be composed of three different and independent 

systems. These systems are: wayside stereo imaging monitoring system, underframe image 

monitoring system, and RFID system. 

 

The whole system must meet the following requirements: 

 

 The system shall work automatically without any operator intervention. 
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 The system shall work at a temperature range between -10ºC and 50ºC. 

 The system shall work fast enough to measure trains with speed up to 20km/h (TRL 6). 

 

This high level requirements are the first steps into design and specifications procedures. 

 

5.1.1 RFID identification system 
To ensure the interoperability of the RFID system, the RFID tag shall be compliant with the 

standard EN 17230 (EN17230, 2018) which specifies the RFID tag location, tag data content and 

functional requirements in relation to the RFID tag track side reading performance for the purpose 

of vehicle identification. The most important requirements are summaries below. 

Each vehicle shall be tagged with two UHF-RFID-tags according to ISO/IEC 18000-63 as shown 

in Figure 1. While all other encoded information on the two tags per vehicle is 100 % identical, 

the content of the two tags differ only by an encoded end/side information. On one tag per vehicle 

the encoded end/side information is “1”, on the other one the encoded end/side information is “2”.  

 

Figure 1 Vehicle end/side indication according to EN 13775 with correlation of tag 

information 

Regarding the height of the tag in relation to the railhead, A1 and A2 are respectively the 

minimum and maximum height above rail for positioning the centres of the tags in all conditions 

of wagon loading and suspension movement (except that there might be existing vehicle 

implementations outside this range.)  

A1=500 mm 

A2 = 1300 mm for vehicles with maximum speed > 100 km/h, 1800 mm for vehicles with 

maximum speed < = 100km/h 
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Figure 2 Allowed range of vertical tag positions 

Regarding the horizontal range of allowed tag positions for vehicle ends which can be leading on 

the main line, the tag has to be installed in relation to the horizontal axis in the area B1 in Figure 3. 

The horizontal range for vehicle ends which cannot be leading on the main line, is limited from 

the left vehicle end to the vehicle centre axis (see area B2 in Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3 Allowed range of vertical tag positions 

The RFID tag holds a globally unique identification with an asset reference based on the European 

Vehicle Number and a side/end indicator. Data length and data structure are defined by the 

content of StoredPC as described in ISO/IEC 18000-63. The number of 16 bit words is stored in 

the length field, bits 10h to 14h. The range of the length is 0 to 31 words i.e. 0 to 496 bits. T he 

toggle bit 17h specifies the data structure. If bit 17h is 0 then the application is referred to as GS1 

data structure. If bit 17h is 1 then the application is referred to as ASC (Accredited Standards 

Committee) data structure. GS1 data structure is commonly used for railway vehicle identification. 

When using GS1 identification, implementations of RFID for the identification of rolling stock 
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shall use the GS1 Global Individual Asset Identifier (GIAI) in its 96-bit variant (GIAI-96). The 

GIAI-96 comprises: 

 EPC Binary Header (8 bits) – 00110100 to indicate GIAI-96 EPC encoding scheme 

 Filter (3 bits) – 001 indicating “Rail Vehicle”, to improve tag read efficiency by targeting only the 

subset of tags that refer to rolling stock 

 Partition (3 bits) – code that indicates the number of bits in the GS1 Company Prefix field and the 

Individual Asset Reference field 

 GS1 Company Prefix or “GCP” (20-40 bits) – assigned by GS1 (an issuing agency under ISO 15459) 

to a managing entity (e.g. vehicle owners, transport agencies, infrastructure managers, etc.) as 

the basis to create any of the GS1 Identification Keys to identify their business objects 

  Individual Asset Reference (42-62 bits) – unique serial number allocated to identify each asset 

(e.g. vehicle) 

For instance, a tag number in hexadecimal form read from the RFID reader is 

34353471CC0001BE5625CDCE, as shown in Figure 4. This number indicates a Class 73 

locomotive (number 73952) owned by Network Rail. (The detailed explanation is given in EN 

17230) 

 

 

Figure 4 Example of a tag number 

Tag shall be fully operating with an ISO/IEC 18000-63 standard compliant reader with an output 

power from the antenna (ERP, effective radiated power) transmitting power of 33dBm and a 

radiation pattern of 45 degrees with following constrains (environmental conditions in line with 

the EN 50125-3:2003 value T2 for temperature, rain and humidity): 

 Minimum read ranges 5m (tag reader typical installation distance is 3.1-5m from rail) 

 Maximum read range 15m (should define also maximum range to limit cross/over reading) 

 Minimum tag backscatter signal strength (power) of −70dBm (at distance of 5m) 

 RX Data transmission with 62,5 Kbit/s is to be supported 

 The assumption is that the tag and antenna are on the same height and their normals are coaxial 

This requirements are applied to addressing the EPC memory bank. However when addressing 

other memory banks, the tag read performance degrades very significantly. The reader should 

meet the requirements of the Radio Equipment Directive EU 2014/53. The reader should meet 

the requirements of the Radio Equipment Directive EU 2014/53. It is recommended by the 

standard that the RFID track side readers are designed taking into account the requirements of 

the EN 50121 series. 
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In the application of wayside train monitoring, the RFID system should only be able to read 

the vehicle identification number. In this case, the standard railway specific commercial 

system is the first option. The following Harting RFID components are identified according to 

the requirement specifications.  

 

RFID tag: Ha-VIS RFID LT 2.0 86L (EU) 

Manufacturer: Harting (German) 

 
Source: Harting, data sheet 

Frequency range: 860 … 870 MHz, EU frequency band 

Protocol: EPC Class 1 Gen 2 

Operational 

Temperature 

range: 

-40 °C … +85 °C 

Chip 

characteristics 

 EPC / user memory: 160 Bit / 3328 Bit (NXP UCODE I2C) 

 Read range: > 8 m on metal 

 Retention time: 20 years (Tamb ≤ 55 °C) 

 Write endurance: 50 000 cycles (Tamb ≤ 85 °C) 

Housing:  Dimensions (W x D x H): 100 x 60 x 18 mm 

 Protection class: IP67 / IK03 

 Mounting: screws, rivets, glue 

 

RFID reader: Ha-VIS RFID RF-R500-p Reader 

Manufacturer: Harting (German) 

 
Source: Harting, data sheet 

Frequency range: 860 … 960 MHz, EU frequency band 

Protocol: EPC Class 1 Gen 2 (ISO 18000-6-c) 

Temperature: -25 °C … +50 °C 

Relative humidity 5 % ... 95 % (non-condensing) 

Vibration EN 60 068-2-6 10 Hz ... 150 Hz: 0.075 mm / 
1 g 

Max.Operating 

Distance 
Up to 16 m 

Shock EN 60 068-2-27 Acceleration: 30 g 

UHF RFID 

antenna interface 

 Antenna connection: 4 x SMA connector (50 Ohm); Reader internally 

multiplexed 

 Output Power: 0.3 W ... 4 W (configurable) 
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 Supply voltage on antenna outputs: 24 V DC / 200 mA 

Interfaces  Ethernet (TCP/IP) 10/100 Mbit/s; Full Spec. 802.3  

 RS 232 / RS 485 

 USB / USB-Port for WLAN dongle or external memory 

Housing: Dimensions (W x D x H): 260 x 153 x 70 mm 

Protection class: IP 64 (with protection cap) 

Mounting: DIN rail mounting kit 

Railway environment tested  

 

RFID antenna: Ha-VIS RF-ANT-WR24-r 

Manufacturer: Harting (German) 

 

 
Source: Harting, data sheet 

Frequency range: 865 – 868 MHz, EU frequency band 

Polarization: Circular (right) 

Temperature: -40 °C … +85 °C 

Gain 8 dBic 

Opening angle 70° 

Max. power 4 W 

Protection IP67 / IK08 

 

5.1.2 Wayside stereo imaging monitoring system 
 

The Wayside Stereo Imaging Monitoring System is the subsystem of the WP7 that deals with the 

identification of faults in the rolling stock on the wayside of the train. This system shall be 

composed of a stereo line camera, an illumination system, a processing unit and a protection case. 

 

The system will obtain the 3D analysis of the rolling stock. This reconstruction will give the 

operator a depth view of the defected parts of the bogie.  

 

The wayside imaging monitoring system shall work at an approximate distance of 1m in front of 

the tracks. This work-distance is optional for the processing unit as long as it can operate in the 

wayside housing with other systems. 

 

The illumination system shall be powerful enough to illuminate all the target surface to let the 
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system measure correctly. 

 

The protection case shall guard the stereo line camera and the illumination system from dust and 

gravel impacts from the passing train. In addition, this protection case shall guard the stereo line 

camera and the illumination from the weather conditions that affect the functionality of the 

system. 

 

The stereo line camera and the illumination system shall work autonomously with a 

synchronization system used as a trigger. This synchronization system will send the signal to the 

camera to start to take the images. 

 

As long as the wayside processing unit can not be placed with the stereo camera and the 

illumination system, the physical communication between them must be robust a nd handle the 

high density data generated  by the stereo line camera. 

 

In the wayside processing unit, the algorithms that process the images will run after the images are 

taken (not real-time). This post-processing algorithms shall generate the 3D data from the images 

of the stereo line camera. The wayside image post-processing algorithms shall segment the point 

cloud data obtained in the rolling stock components of interest selected in T7.1 and identify 

defects on them. 

 

Regarding this specifications, and the state-of-the-art and requirements given by D6.1, the specific 

components of the wayside monitoring systems are selected. 

 

Stereo line camera and illumination system 
 

Chromasens has developed a novel method of imaging 3D surfaces using a 7500x3 (RGB) line 

scan imager. 

 

To obtain the two images required to create a disparity map, the camera system employs two 

lenses that are used to focus light onto both the right and left hand sides of the line-scan imager. 

Raw image data is then transferred from the camera over a Medium Camera link interface at 

22kHz. 

After images are captured, the system includes CUDA-based software running on an NVIDIA 

graphics processor that can be used to produce the rectified image and the disparity map 

generated. Also, 3D-Pixa stereo line-scan supports the libraries: HALCON (MVTec), MIL 

(Matrox), LabVIEW (National Instruments), Coake (SAC). 

 

The Chromasens train inspection system BTS1 includes 3DPIXA camera and a Corona II 

illumination (blue). The system is factory calibrated and a ll the components are arranged in one 

housing. This modules are placed on the wayside of the train and have the capability to scan the 

train at a max. speed of 11.5 m/s or 41.4 km/h.  

 

Additional components like power supply, light controller, frame grabber, PC, etc. can be placed 

in an electrical cabinet. The distances between electrical cabinet and the system could be quiet far. 

For this reason the camera should be connected by optical link and camera link converters. 

Chromasens provides camera, illumination and light controller. 
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The system is based on a 3DPIXA dual camera with a 4k sensor and customized version of the 

Chromasens line light. 

 

The power supply needed by this system is 24V DC for both illumination and cameras, and 20A 

for each illumination bar and 1A for each camera. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Protection case 
 

The camera and the illumination are integrated in a case, forming the 3D image monitoring 

system. This system will be placed in a protection case due to its housing it’s not prepared to 

avoid dust, gravel and weather conditions. 

 

The processing unit will be placed in the same protection case as long as the demonstration 

scenario allows it. In other scenario, the processing unit will be placed in the electrical cabinet of 

the wayside of the train. 

 

Processing unit 
 

The processing unit is a Microsoft Windows 10 Pro computer with Intel Core i9-9820X CPU that 

runs at 3.30GHz, 3312 MHz, has 10 main processors and  64GB of RAM. 
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5.1.3 Underframe monitoring system 
 

The Underframe Monitoring System is the subsystem of the WP7 that deals with the identification 

of faults in the rolling stock on the Railtrack. This system shall be composed of a multiple set of 

cameras, an illumination system, a processing unit and a protection case. 

 

The underframe image monitoring system shall obtain a panoramic view of the underframe of the 

rolling stock. This panoramic view will be used to detect defects on the selected components of 

the bogie. 

 

The illumination system shall be powerful enough to illuminate all the target surface to let the 

system measure correctly. 

 

The protection case shall guard the array of cameras and illumination system from dust and gravel 

impacts from the passing train. In addition, this protection case shall guard the array of cameras 

and the illumination from the weather conditions that affect the functionality of the system. 

 

The array of cameras and the illumination system shall work autonomously with a 

synchronization system used as a trigger. This synchronization system will send the signal to the 

cameras to starting to take the images. 

 

The processing unit of the underframe monitoring system will have a network card capable of 

managing the interfaces between the processing unit and the multiple cameras 

 

As long as the processing unit will not be placed with the array of cameras and the illumination 

system, the physical communication between them must be robust and handle the high density 

data generated  by the cameras. 

 

In the underframe processing unit, the algorithms that process the images will run after the images 

are taken (not real-time). This post-processing algorithms shall segment the point cloud data 

obtained in the rolling stock components of interest selected in T7.1 and identify defects on them. 

 

Regarding this specifications, and the state-of-the-art and requirements given by D6.1, the specific 

components of the wayside monitoring systems are selected. 

 

Multiple set of cameras 
 

The array of cameras will be composed of same 6 monochromatic CMOS cameras, connected to 

the processing. This cameras have an approximate resolution of 1936x1216 pixels and an 

approximate speed of 83 fps. 

 

Illumination system 
 

The illumination system will be a double row LED bar that achieves very intense and uniform 

illuminated area, long lifetime. 

 

This illumination system is waterproof and has a full range of colours. In this system, we’ll use 
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the colour most suitable that doesn’t interfere with the wayside illumination system.  

 

The power supply needed by this system is 24V DC. And the power consumption depends on the 

number of LEDs. 

 

This illumination system has a protection case itself that counts with an IP67 protection grade. 

 

 

Protection case 
 

The protection case will hold the multiple set of cameras and the illumination system, covered 

both subsystems from dust, gravel and weather conditions. 

 

The processing unit cannot be placed in the same protection case of the cameras and the 

illumination. However, the processing unit will be placed in the electrical cabinet of the wayside 

of the train or will be placed with the wayside processing unit. 

 

Processing unit 

 
The processing unit of the underframe monitoring system will have enough capability of manage 

the connections with the multiple cameras as well as the post-processing algorithms. 

 

This power requirement will be covered using an Intel i7 6th generation as a processor, a 128GB 

SSD, 16GB of fast RAM, and a very powerful GPU, the 1050Ti, with a powerful network card. 

This processing unit will run a Windows 10 OS. 

5.1.4 Communication 

5.1.4.1 Physical interfaces 
 

The physical interfaces between the different systems or between the different components of the 

same system are described here.  

 

The RFID internal physical interfaces are Ethernet and wireless communication (GSM or 

WLAN). 

 

The Wayside internal physical interfaces are camera link, USB and I2C. The interfaces will be 

managed by the wayside processing unit and the rest of the components of the system. This 

physical communication shall be robust and handle the high density of data generated by the 

system. 

 

The Underframe internal physical interfaces are Ethernet, USB and I2C. This interfaces will be 

managed by the underframe processing unit and the rest of the components of the system. This 

physical communication shall be robust and handle the high dens ity of data generated by the 

system. 
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The communication interface between the synchronization system and the wayside and 

underframe systems shall be able to carry the synchronization signal for both systems when a train 

is passing without significant delay. The synchronization system will be connected using a fast 

I2C, GPIO, SMA or hardware connection. 

 

The interfaces between every system and the data base server are given by the database server. 

This connection will be done using Ethernet connection. This interface connection shall handle  

the transference of the data processed by the image systems. 

5.1.4.2 Communication protocols 
 

The different communication protocols are given for the different subsystems and interfaces.  

 

The RFID communication module will use the international standard protocol IEC 61850. 

 

The wayside monitoring system internal communication protocol will be a server-client protocol, 

using CL. 

 

The underframe monitoring system internal communication protocol will be a server-client 

protocol, using CL or Ethernet. 

 

The communication between the data base server and the other systems will be done using IP via 

Ethernet. 

5.1.4.3 Data base definition 
The database is being configured based on the morphology of the data provided by the different 

sensors. In general, the database server considers satisfying the following requirements:  

 Remote access via network. (IP)  

 It must allow the transfer and storage of the information generated by the different 

subsystems, offering a generic interface for the insertion and recovery of data through a 

Rest API.  

 Data storage capacity or heterogeneous data structures (different types of data 

generated by each subsystem)  

 Stored data must be able to be correlated in the space / time domain. (Monitoring point 

/ data capture time).  

The data generated by the different subsystems during the monitoring process should be able to be 

grouped from a Session Identifier. The monitoring session concept would facilitate the subsequent 

management and manipulation of the data.  

Provisionally, the use of the RFID system ID and the timestamp is proposed. Each session will be 

completed when the reception of all the information of the sensors and of the post processes that 

the images may need.  

It is advisable to define the information contained as metadata (if produced) from each sensor, in 
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addition to the images themselves, for example.  

  

Organization / Grouping of data  

The data generated by the different subsystems are sent to the database server independently by 

each of the subsystems (RFID system, wayside and underframe monitoring systems) and a 

method to correlate and group all this data should be defined, by example with the inclusion of a 

simple service to obtain the monitoring session identifier from a timestamp (and a predefined time 

window) and a physical monitoring point.  

  

Example scenario:  

1. The RFID system detects the passage of a train and identifies it.  

2. The RFID system requests a session identifier from the BD server based on the detection 

timestamp and a location identifier.  

3. The service creates a new monitoring session, since there is no session associated with the 

monitoring point and the time window associated with the indicated timestamp.  

4. RFID system sends the detection data (train identifier) using the obtained session identifier.  

5. The synchronization system detects the passage of the train and sends the activation signal to 

the rest of the subsystems. (wayside and underframe monitoring systems)  

6. Underframe monitoring systems requests a session identifier from the BD server from the 

activation timestamp.  

7. The service returns the previous session identifier associated with the monitoring point and 

timestamp indicated.  

8. The underframe monitoring systems captures the data and after the analysis and processing uses 

the services of the BD server to store the information, using the obtained session identifier.   

At the end of the monitoring process all the information generated could be retrieved with the 

session identifier from the database, once the post-process information has been confirmed in the 

cases where they are necessary.  

A Viewer frontend is being developed in order to have access to different sessions and the 

metadata, post process and other information contained for each data packet.  

Although it is a development in progress, the viewer will consider:  

 The section (plane) of the detected train, as a location map of each information 

obtained by the sensors.   

 Different views can be configured to eventually have a virtualized view of the 

elements, even reviewable through Virtual Reality systems.  

 Images and/or video viewer  
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In any case, the ease of access to the information generated must be given priority, such as the 

images, videos or defects detected, which can be visualized by interactive points on the train plan, 

heat maps based on their severity in case of identifying damages, etc.  

 

Session Loader frontend (in progress)   
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5.2. System architecture 
 

In the system architecture, the connection of the components of the system, and the software 

structure are described. 

5.2.1 RFID identification system 
The RFID system consists of four main 

components. Beside the Harting RFID tag, 

reader and antenna (introduced in Section 

5.1.1), Witt Bridge (under development in 

WP9) as the fourth component is the 

processor unity (i.e. host) of the RFID 

identification System, which reads the 

data from the RFID reader, processes the 

data, compiles the data in the protocol IEC 

61850 and send the data through either 

Ethernet or over the air. 

The Witt Bridge and the RFID reader are 

installed in the same cabinet that should be 

installed according to the standard 

requirements. The cabinet has an own 

electrical power supply, flexible montage, high 

temperature resistance and a protection class IP67. The overall architecture is illustrated in Figure 

5. 
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Figure 5 RFID system architecture 

5.2.2. Wayside stereo monitoring system 
 

Hardware architecture 
 

The wayside monitoring system is composed of 

three elements: the 3D stereo camera, the 

illumination system and the processing system. The 

camera and illumination system will be placed at 

the side of the tracks and oriented so they will 

capture the 3D information of the lateral of passing 

trains. Both the illumination and the camera will be 

placed inside of a protection casing that will guard 

them from dust and gravel impacts from the passing 

train. The processing unit will be placed in a 

separated, more protected location. 

 

 

 

The 3D stereo camera used will be a 3Dpixa 

allPIXA from Chromasense composed of 2 trilinear CCD sensors (RGB) of 4096 pixels each. The 
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sensors are connected between them using an 15 pin D-sub connector that controls the 

synchronization between them and allows the use of an external signal as frame trigger. Each 

camera is connected to the processing unit via camera-link  running at a frequency of 85 MHz 

with a maximum speed of 170 Mpx/s. 

 

The illumination system is composed of two blue Corona II light sources from Chromasense. 

Each one capable of emitting of light power. 

 
 

The stereo cameras and illumination system are mounted together in a casing that protects them an 

assures their alignment. 

 

Software architecture 
 

The images obtained from the stereo camera must be processed to identify the cr itical elements, 

selected in task 7.1, and asses their condition. This analysis will take place in four separate steps: 

 

 Stereo matching: First the stereo images must be matched between them to extract the 3D 

information of the passing train. 

 Segmentation: After that, a set of segmentation algorithms will be used to cluster the 
relevant 3D points into several regions and discard the rest. 

 Recognition of rolling stock critical components: In these regions recognition algorithms 

will be used to identify the parts where the defined rolling stock failures would be 

produced. 

 Component Analysis: Finally, an analysis of the state of such parts will take place to detect 
defects and asses the current state of the rolling stock components. 

 

As a first approximation to the problem all the steps will be developed using traditional image-

processing algorithms. For steps two, three and four machine learning algorithm will also be 

developed and a comparison between the image-processing and the machine learning 

implementations will take place to select the most suitable ones for the task. 
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The conversion from the images to the point cloud is usually known as stereo matching in the 

literature. The two images obtained by the camera have to be first corrected from any artefacts 

created by the lenses. This process is called rectification. Then, the calculation of the 3D 

information from these images is reduced to two key problems. The first one is to find the location 

of the pixels of one image in the other one. This is called the correspondence problem. The second 

one is to extract the distance information from these locations. The correspondence problem can 

be solved for all the pixels of the image (dense correspondence problem) or only for selected 

pixels. From these locations and knowing the distance an orientation of each camera with respect 

to each other, the 3D information can be extracted. 

 

The software provided by the camera manufacturer has stored the calibration information 

necessary to obtain the rectified images. In addition to this, it  allows to calculate the dense 

correspondence problem using a correlation based approach. A small window around the pixel in 

the first image is used as a pattern and the correlation of the second image with this pattern is 

calculated. The point of maximum correlation is used as the location of the pixel in the second 

image if it exceeds an certain threshold. Finally, the software also provides the point cloud 

directly, since it also has stored the information about the distance and orientation of the cameras 

with respect to each other. 

 

Once the point cloud is obtained the 3D points are classified into multiple homogeneous regions. 

This process is called segmentation and will allow to identify the relevant data, this is, the 3D 

points that correspond to parts of the rolling stock where some of the failures that the system must 

monitor can be produced.  

 

Most of the point cloud segmentation algorithms evolved from segmentation algorithms applied to 

2D images. However, point clouds have some characteristics that made this problem more 

challenging: they are sparse and unorganized, the sampling density is uneven and  the foreground 

(the region we are interested in) and background (the rest of the data) can be highly entangled. 

Point cloud segmentation algorithms can be classify in five different groups: 

 

 Edge based methods: they perform the segmentation by detecting the boundaries between 

regions, where the boundaries are defined as points where changes in the local surface 

exceeds a certain threshold. They are fast but very sensible to noise and uneven density of 

points. 

 Region based methods: these algorithms use neighbourhood information to combine 
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nearby points that have similar properties. They are more accurate than the edge based 

methods, however, they have problems with over and under segmentation and with the 

determination of region borders accurately. 

 Attribute based methods: These are robust approaches based on clustering attributes of 
point cloud data. Typically they are performed in two steps: first the attributes to be used 

are computed, then the 3D points will be segmented according to these attributes. Their 

main limitation is that they are highly dependent on the quality of derived attributes so 

they must be computed precisely. 

 Model based methods: they use geometric primitive shapes for grouping points: points 

with the same mathematical representation are grouped together. They are fast and robust 

to outliers. The main limitation of these techniques are that the mathematical 

representation of the region we are trying to segment must be known. 

 Graph based methods: they consider the point clouds in terms of a graph in which each 3D 
point is a vertex and the edges connect to certain pairs of neighbouring points. They can 

segment complex, noisy scenes with uneven point clouds, however they usually cannot be 

executed in real time. 

 

Of course, any segmentation method can use more than one algorithm, mixing several of the 

methods from above.  

 

Given this classification, the most promising algorithms to use for segmentation will be the model 

based ones. The reason for this is that the rolling stock parts that will be monitored and thus, we 

want to segment are man made and will probably have defined geometrical shapes. The first 

algorithms that will be evaluated for this task will be based in the Hugh transform and the 

RANSAC algorithm. If these algorithms fail to work with our point cloud data, region based 

and/or graph based methods will be explored. 

 

Another advantage of using model based segmentation algorithms is that they simplify the 

recognition of the rolling stock parts of interest. If the segmentation is done using the geometric 

shapes of the component that the rolling stock must monitor, the recognition step is reduce to 

ensure the position and dimensions of the segmented regions is coherent with the position and 

dimensions that those parts would have in the point cloud of a train passing in front of the camera. 

 

Once the recognition of the critical failure components is done the next processing step can focus 

in analysing these components to look for possible defects. The 3D data of these regions will 

allow us to extract objective parameters describing the state of the monitored components. These 

parameters will asses the state of the component and the effect they can have to the infrastructure. 

The original stereo images, the segmented point cloud and the monitoring parameters for each part 

will be sent to the database server to be stored and sent to the operator systems. If a critica l defect 

is found the alarm system will be also triggered. 

5.2.3. Underframe monitoring system 
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Hardware architecture 
 

As with the wayside monitoring system, the underframe 

monitoring system is also composed of three elements: an 

array of 2D cameras, the illumination system and the 

processing system. The array of cameras and the 

illumination systems will be place under the tracks 

oriented so they will be able to extract a panoramic view 

of the underside of the passing train. 

 

The array of cameras will be connected to the processing 

unit using GE connection with a very fast network card. 

This processing unit will be connected too to the 

illumination system using USB.  

 

Furthermore, both illumination and cameras systems will be connected to the synchronization 

system using fast signal connection such as SMA, GPIO or I2C. 

 

Software architecture 
In the case of the images obtained from this system, no 3D information will be extracted from 

them, so no stereo to point cloud step is necessary. The processing steps that will be applied these 

images are: 

 

 Segmentation: The images of the array of cameras will be segmented into foreground and 
background to reduce the amount of processing needed for the next steps. 

 Recognition of overlapping areas: An overlapping between images of different cameras 
will exist and algorithms to identify common parts in the images of these cameras will be 

developed. 

 Recognition of rolling stock critical components: recognition algorithms will be used to 

identify the parts where the defined rolling stock failures would be produced. 

 Component Analysis: Finally, an analysis of the state of such parts will take place to detect 
defects and asses the current state of the rolling stock components. 

 

Like with the wayside monitoring system, the first approach to this processing pipeline will be 

developed using traditional image processing algorithms and in later steps equivalent machine 

learning ones will be developed and compared with them. 

 

As it was explained in the last section the segmentation algorithms for 3D data evolved from the 

ones used for 2D images, so the classification of them provided in the last section applies to the 

segmentation of the images of this system.  

 

Once the images are properly selected the recognition of overlapping areas and rolling stock 

critical components can be performed in parallel. The field of image recognition is a very active 

one and multitude of approaches exist. For the recognition of overlapping areas the most 

interesting ones are those based in invariant properties methods. These algorithms search for 

regions of the image very robust to possible variations such as changes in the illumination or 

camera transformations. Once the regions are localized descriptors for them are built based in 
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their properties. These descriptors allow to compare these regions from different images and 

match those areas that appear in both images. SIFT and FAST algorithms will be the first ones to 

be applied to the recognition task between overlapping areas. As iwas the case in the las t section, 

model based algorithms that take advantage of knowing the 3D model of the component for the 

recognition will be used for the recognition of rolling stock critical components. 

 

The final step is the extraction of parameters from the recognized component that will allow to 

estimate the state of such components and detect critical failures in them. 

5.2.4. Synchronization System 
 

The synchronization system is the responsible to detect the approach of a rolling stock and 

activate the wayside and underframe monitoring system in a way that assure that the data they 

acquire is temporally correlated. 

 

A simpler method is to place a detector beside the track that will report when a train passes. These 

can be simple photocells, or tiny switches touched by the wheels of a passing train. But one 

problem is that these can only detect a moving train at one point, whereas a current-based detector 

will detect even a parked train (on DCC layouts) anywhere in the block. 

  

Its main component is a sensor to detect the approach of a train. Sensors will be placed near the 

tracks to be activated by the incoming train. These will trigger the camera acquisition system and 

the illumination unit. The idea is to capture pictures of the specific parts we desire to monitor in 

the incoming train.  

There are several technologies that allow the detection of a train approaching: 

 

 Inductive technologies sense the change that metallic object create in a magnetic field to 

detect the approaching objects. 

 Capacitive technologies measure the capacitance difference when an object is placed near 
a capacitor 

 Photoelectric technologies use photoelectric cell or any other sensor that converts light in 

electric current. Depending on the configuration they can be passive if no light emissor is 

presented or active if the system generates the light detected by the sensor. To avoid 

affecting anyone in the vicinity of the sensor the light used by active ones is usually 

infrared. Another way of classify them is between through-beam, where the light emitter 

and the sensor are separated and the detection is produced when an object passes between 

them, or reflective, where the emitter and receiver point to the same direction and the 

sensor detects the light being reflected by the object when it pass in front of them. 

 Ultrasound technologies are very similar to photoelectric one but they use sound instead of 
light. They aren’t generally passive and they use ultrasound since it is not detectable by the 

human ear. 

 

As long as the are many different ways to detect a train, photoelectric technologies to sense the 

train coming will be used. 

 

Trigger 
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Once the synchronization system has detect an incoming train, this system has to send a triggering 

signal to the wayside and underframe monitoring systems.  

 

This trigger will be connected using digital interfaces, or RF interfaces, to both systems. This 

digital inputs are mainly used for camera triggering, in case of a line-scan camera such as the 

wayside stereo camera, line trigger signals will be used in addition to an image trigger. 

5.2.5 Overall system architecture 
The WTMS architecture joins the different WP7 subsystems to form the final train monitoring 

system. 

 

 

This system will be the result of the WP7. In the D7.3 and D7.4, the two technology 

demonstrators (TD) corresponding with the RFID system and Wayside and Underframe system 

respectively, will be developed.  
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6. Conclusions  
 

This report describes the system specifications and architecture of three different systems that 

compounds a Wayside Train Monitoring System (WTMS). 

 

The following paragraphs list some concluding remarks for each subsystem. It must be noted that 

this report is focusing on the approaches for WTMS focused on the bogie defects. 

a.  RFID system 
For the purpose of vehicle identification, it is necessary to select a product which has been already 

approved for railway applications. The Harting RFID components will be integrated with the 

WITT Bridge system for the further testing. 

b.  Wayside stereo imaging monitoring system 
Wayside stereo imaging system could be one of the most suitable systems to measure the wheel 

profile. This system could be as well a main option to measure the suspension springs. 

 

Using stereo imaging to measure circumferences like the wheel profiles, it’s necessary to use a 

correction algorithm to settle the circumference deformation due to the line-scan system of the 

camera. 

c.  Underframe imaging monitoring system 
Underframe imaging system is a long extended system in the railway industry. This type of 

systems can obtain a very specific information about the bogie components. 

d.  Wayside train monitoring system 
Bogie defects are the main rolling stock defects than cause an impact on the infrastructure. This 

defects can appear in any of the different bogie components: axle and axle boxes, wheels, centre 

pin, side bearer, coupler systems, brake beam, bolster springs, cast steel side frame or bogie 

bolsters. 

 

After a R&D work with the Assets4Rail train operators on the T7.1, the most interesting 

components on the bogie to monitor in this WP are the wheels, the brakes and bolster springs. 

 

Coupling these three different subsystems in a unique monitoring system, we could obtain a tool 

that will help the IM to prevent a significant damage on their infrastructures, helping them to save 

major costs of larger defects. 
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